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A METHOD TO ESTIMATE WEIGHT AND DINENSIONS
OF LARGE AND SMALL Gd_STURBINE ENGINES
E. Onat and G. W. Klees
SUMMARY
A method has been developed to estimate engine weight and major envelope
dimensions of large axial flow aircraft jet engines and small gas turbine
engines. The computerized method, called WATE-2 (Weight Analysis of
Turbine Engines), determines the weight of each major component in the
engine, such as compressors, burners, turbines &nd frames. A preliminary
desian approach is u_ed where the stress level, maximum tc_nperature,
material, geometry, stage loading, hub-tip ratio, and shaft mechanical
overspeed are used to determine the con_onent weight.
A relatively high level of detail was found to be necessary in order to
obtain a total engine weight within the required +10% accuracy.
Component weiqht data for 29 different engines were used as a data hase
to develop the method for axial flow aircraft engines. The list of
engines includes military and commercial, turbofans and turbojets,
augmented and dry, hardware engines and proposed engines, and supersonic
and subsonic engines. For small gas turbines, weight correlations were
provided through a subcontractor, the Garrett Corporation. Data used in
those correlations were proprietary to Garrett and only the selected
weight method is shown herein. The small-er,gine weight method is
probably valid for other manufacturers, however this has not been
vprified.
The accuracy of the method is generally better than _I0%, on the order of
+_._%. The accuracy was verified by applying the method to g different
engines, some of which were in the origlnal data base and one small gas
turbine engine. Engines used in the .validation were se1_ted by NASA
after co_,pletlon of the program.
INTROBL!CT ION
Aircraft and propulsion ,_ystem studies are frequently conducted by
industry and Government. These _tudies may encompass a wide variety of
enqine concepts ranqinq frc_n ,-el,_t lvelv simple turhofans and turbojets to
complicated v,_riahle-c;rle ,,nqine_. The industry in general has acquired
an adequate ('_mputer _ap,_l_litv t_ t,valuate the thermodynamic performance
(_f these ,liv,_r,_:,,'nqiTlt' _'_mC,'pt,;, how('ver, an accurate method of
e,;tim,ltinq enqine wei,11)t and Jimen_ions has not previously been
,_.vai]ahlp. The enqin,, manutactlmt, rs have developed suitable methods,
tlowever ttleV at'l" rlot ,w,_i!abl,, t._ th,, put, lie.
One met hod,(l) that h,_ l,e,,y, available to the qeneral industry
predicted enqine weinht hv _t_ti_tical correlations of ma,jo_' cycle
characteristic,_ _Jch ,_ ,_irtl,_w, bypass ratio, overall pressure ratio,
t_tc. This method i_ prohahlv cap.lhle of rouqh estimates for conventional
m1:line_; however, it i'_ not ._pplicahl_ to nonccmventional engines and
c(_uld, not pr_,,i,ct w,,iqht within ,r, to ._101C aS would he required in
tvpical p,'eliminarv _i,,_i(m stl,die_.
Thi_ proqranl dew, lel_nent w,_,_ initiated to provide a more flexihle and
m_re accurate met h(_d l_a_ed on correlat ions of component weight and
physical charactm-istics, such a_ compressor airflow size, pressure
rati_, huh-tip ratio, etc. Thi_ type of approach then would be more
capahlo of estimatinq n(_nc,_nvm_tional enqines, since the weiqht of each
individ_,_l .'(_mponent wo,_l(i he accoL_nted for. As shown in the Methods of
Analv(_i_, no ._h,quate c_rrelations could I;e found and a final r.c.:hod was
cho_m_ that is l_._ed _m a m,,char_ical preliminary de_iqn which is
re,;p(m,,iw, !_ the i:1,Liov,,nqi_,, ,i,,_iq_ variahle_.
LIST OF SYNBOLS
a
A
AR
C'
C-D
CIS
D
F
(]
h
h/t
H
HP
J
K
L
LP
M
N
P
PTO
R
RPM
S
T
t
TLP
TR
U
V
W
acceleration
area
blade aspect ratio
blade chord, or convergent nozzle
convergent-divergent nozzle
solidity, blade chord to spacing
ratio
diameter
force
gravitational constant
heiqht, or specific enthalpy
hub-tip radius ratio
Total enthalDy
high-pressure spool
778 ft-lb/BTU
factor for blade volume
length
low pressure spool
mass flow, nr Math number
number of elements
pressure
power takeoff
radius, or gas constant
revolutions per minute
surface area, or blade spacing
temperat:_re
thickness
turbine lnadina parameter
blade taper ratio
tip speed
volume
WeiQht, or weight flow rate
%
0
0
£
B
6
shear stress
turbine loading parameter
D_nsity
Rotational Velocity
Stress
ratio of specific heats
heat exchanger effectiveness
ratio of local total temp.
to std. temp.
ratio of local total pressure
to std. pressure
Subscripts:
h hub
t tip
b hlade
c case, or corrected conditions
S stator
hw hardware
Stg Stage
0 stagnation conditions
bp blade pull
2 Engine inlet station
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1.0
METHOD OF ANALYSIS
A thermodynamic simulation of each en ine i
mane In order to obtain corr°_*^_ g_ _. n the data base, Table 1, was
_Lru dlrtlOW
etc , data on each component. _ ___ .s, temperatures, pressures,
• - component weight breakdown was ai
available for each engine. These comnut . . .so
that is proprietary to the enq_ne ___ _ er mode!s contaln Informatlon
not hereln disclosed Tk.... "_ dnuracturer, and therefore th v _o
• --_ aata ej _._
form, however, to illustrate _w.. have been reduced to a nonproprietar
""= _orrelation procedure that was u_ed. Y
Fine,re ] shows fan and compressor weight of the data base enqines plotted
aqainst number of staqes. The component weight has been divided by the
entry COrrected airflow W_02 to normalize
_. the size of each
compressor. As can he seen, there is a considerable ranqe of scatter in
the ,_ata that prevents the definition of a characteristic trend. Some
components weigh two to three times as much as other components havir_
_he same n_Jmber of staqes.
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9Attempts were made to improve this correlation. The data hase
information was examined to find if there were any mechanical design
features (such as h/t, stage loading, etc.) that might account for the
large weiqht difference. It was concluded that there were several
different design characteristics that caused the lack of correlation,
such as material properties, hlade qeometry, stage loading, shaft spoed,
and design life.
A similar problem occurred for turbines (Figure ?), burners and diffusers
(Figure _), auqmentors (Figure 4), and duct heaters (Figure _). Some
components, however, did correlate well bv this method and these are
further discussed in the Methods of Analysis. At this point it was found
that the correlation method failed to predict many of the major component
weights within the desired accuracy, and another method was adopted.
The adopted method was based on a preliminary mechanical design approach
where the design variables are taken into account. In the compressor,
for exan,ple, rotor blade weight is calculated as a function of specified
geometric parameters. Blade pull stress is then found, and the disc
weight that will support the blade rotational force is determined. This
type of Dr_liminary design approach was also used for the other
components (FiQures 2 throuqh 5). These methods are also discussed in
greater detail in the following secton.
The WATE-2 method is intended to estimate weight for a given enQine
design. It will not design an engine. This function must be performed
external to the program. WATE-2 utilizes component state conditinns,
Flow, work, etc., which are generated in the engine cvcle portion of th_
program (NNEP_. NNEP oDeration is described in reference 2.
In nnrmal use of WATE-?, the desired engine cycle is simulated in NNEP at
sea level static conditions for the engine design ooint. The user of
WATE-? must be coQnizant of other cnnditions in the fliaht envelope of
operation where maximum component temperature, work, speed, or flow
occur. If these conditions are greater than the desiQn values, they will
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size the component and will have a significant impact on weight. WATE-2
allows input of scalers to _ccount fnr these off-design conditions.
A more accurate weight estimate can be achieved by developing an array of
engine cycle data over the intended flight envelope. The WATE-2 program
will scan the output data of the engine cycle and select the maximum
conditions for each component. This automated procedure eliminates the
need for scalars to determine maximum component conditions.
The NNEP simulation of the engine may require the use of components that
are required mathematically, but are not desired in the engine weight or
dimensions. These can be selectively eliminated.
The methods of analysis described for each component in the following
section have been developed to achieve an overall accuracy of _IO%.
Since the rotating components comorise the major part of the total
weight, considerable detail was necessary in order to achieve the
accuracy goal. Normal program users may not have sufficient knowledge to
adequately define all of the necessary inputs; however, typical values
are given in the User's Guide, Section 2.0.
!.1 Large Gas Turbine Enqines
The methods developed in this section were based on correlations of the
data-base family of larqe gas turbine engines, Table I. There are
certain components that should be equally applicable to small engines
such as: annular ducts, burners, rotating splitters, shafts, mixers,
nozzles, certain frame types, transmissions or gear boxes, and heat
exchangers. Most notable differences between large and small engines are
the use of radial-flow components, and relatively thick discs for small
axial-flow components. This section should otherwise apply equally well
for both large and small engines.
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1.1.1 Axial Flow Fans and Compressors
The general procedure used for fan and compressor weight prediction is a
stage-by-stage mechanical design as illustrated in Figure 6. Rotor blade
volume and weight is determined; then, blade pull stress, disc stress and
disc volume are calculated. Connecting hardware, stator, blades, and
case are then estimated and summed to give the total component weight.
The following input data are necessary:
0 An allowable pressure ratio for the first stage which reflects
the design approach and technology level. Specific work for
this stage will be held constant for additional stages. Number
of stages can also be specified as an option.
o The entrance and exit mach number of the component.
o The hub-tip ratio of the first stage.
Compressor design mode:
constant-tip diameter.
constant mean-line, constant-hub, or
Effective density of blade material:
weight divided by total volume.
defined as total blade
o Maximum inlet and exit temperatures, if not at design.
o Aspect ratios for the first and the last stage blades.
o Nmax/Nde s overspeed factor.
o Blade solidity.
o Density of disc material.
Blade taper ratio
Blade volume factor, ratio of total volume to blade volume
14
t_
The total enthalpy change for the component is available in the stored
data from the NNEP cycle calculation which precedes the weight method.
Equal work for each stage is assumed, and the number of stages required
is found by iteration until the first stage pressure ratio is equal to or
less than the specified maximum. This iteration is required to obtain
equal work per stage with an integer number of stages. When the number
of stages is specified, first stage pressure ratio is calculated based on
the equal work per stage assumption and the allowable pressure ratio is
ignored.
Shaft speed is then estimated by the statistical trend-curve given in
Figure 7. This is only an approximation in the event that _haft speed is
not known. Shaft speed of additional compressor's driven on the same
shaft will be set by the first (upstream) compressor. Turbine blade pull
stress and turbine radius ratio are typical fall-outs of this estimated
shaft speed. When the WATE-2 process is completed, these typical engine
physical constraints may not be satisfied and must be inspected to
determine whether the resultant engine design is reasonable.
As an aid in determining if a valid design is made, diagnstic aids will
be indicated in the output data which recommend input changes to bring
the engine design within limits. In the event that an existing
compressor is being weighed, or the shaft speed has previously been
determined, a speed scalar can be applied to the shaft speed found from
Figure 7 to permit adjustment of the calculated shaft speed to achieve a
desired value. The speed scalar can also be used to obtain a more
reasonable estimate of shaft speed for hp compressors where the entry
temperature significantly effects the pressure ratio capability, or for
external iterations of the engine design.
The first stage flow area is determined by the specified Mach number and
by the corrected airflow from the cycle data. Inside and outside
16
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diameters of the flow path are then calculated frm the specified radius
ratio:
Dt = 4A z)
t
(z)
h
Dh = Dt " _ (21
Compressor RPM is determined hy dividing the tip speed (found from
Figure 7) by the stage radius (Rt).
Dimensions of succeeding stages are based on the design mode selected
(constant mean. tip, or hub design). In the constant m_an-line m_thod,
the mean radius is based on the mean flow area of the first stage.
Corrected airflow at the entry of each stage is determined from
calculated state conditions. Stage entry Mach number is assumed to vary
proportionally to the number of stages when a different entry and exit
Mach number are specified. Tip speed for the downstream stages are then
calculated from the stage dimensions and shaft speed. Radius of the
mean-area location of other stages is set equal to the first stage
mean-area radius.
Blade aspect ratio is determined by assuming a proportional change for
each stage if entry and exit aspect ratio are different. Volume of metal
in the blades is then calculated by:
3
V8 = K • hB
Where K is a volume factor which accounts for flr-tree mount volume,
taper ratio, and thlckness-to-chord varlaticns in typical blades. For
18
the data base engine, K was found to be 0.055 for fan blades, .12 for
compressor blades and for blades with h/t greate:r than .8:
K = ,120 + .04 (h/t - .80) (4)
The rotating hlade weight of each stage is determined from the blade
volume and material denstty specified. Materta_ density automattca]ly
changes from Ti to steel when the stage temperature exceeds a specified
maximum, normally 700°F (371Oc). Stage temperature is calculated
from the NNEP output data and the specified over-temperature ratio.
Stator weight and dimensions are assumed to be equal to the rotor blades
and include the inner diameter stator shroud.
Stage length is found in the followtnq manner. Blade chord (CB) as
shown in Figure 8, is the quotient of AR and the blade height:
(s)
For the data base engines, the stator length was found to be equal to the
rotor length (or blade chord), with ]7% of the rotor length required for
clearance between rotor and stator and the same clearance between the
stator and next rotor. The sum of a11 stages gives the total compressor
lenqth. Inlet guide vanes are not included In the compressor weight, but
can be included as a frame, see Section 1.1.7.
Total number of blades is found from the specified solidity (C/S) and the
chord length determined above:
NB = 2_ . Rt • C/S • AR (6)
L9
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This value is truncated to an integer number of blades, and the same
value is used for the stator.
The maximum blade-pull stress occurs at the blade root and is a function
of tip speed, blade height, and matertal density= Expressed in terms of
the nondimensional input blade geometry, the equation for blade-pull
stress is:
0
12PUt2 I1 - h/t2 + TR-I h/t ) ]BP = _ 2 _ (l - (I + 3 h/t ) (7)g TR
where Us is the product of tip radius, Ndes, and the overspeed factor
Nmax/Nde s•
The compressor discs are a large part of the total engine weight and it
is therefore necessary to define this weight as accurately as possible.
Disc weight is a function of: diameter, blade load carried on the rim of
the disc, material type, speed, disc shape (or thickness distribution),
and design stress level selected for life considerations. A theoretical
functional correlation was developed which showed that disc thickness
should vary inversely with the product of blade-pull stress and disc
diameter, i.e., the blade load per unit thickness. For those engines in
the data base where large-scale drawings were available, several typical
discs were measured. Blade-pull stress and disc volume were calculated,
and the results were plotted in the form of relative disc thickness
versus load per unit thickness, Figure g.
There i5 an Identifiable trend in these data that show a different
characteristic for compressor discs and fan discs. Low hup-tlp ratio of
the fan probably accounts for the departure from the compressor trend.
The allowable stress difference between steel and Ti causes the different
trend for the two materials. Further Improvementc in the accuracy of the
disc volume correlations could be made if the number of discs were
i_creased in the data base and the rim loading term was modified by the
21
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design stress level or maximum allowable. An optional disc preliminary
design procedure is also available and is recommended for potential
improved accuracy (see sec. 1.2.3).
Figure 10 illustrates a stage coupling method that was used in most of
the data base engines. The spacer and nuts and bolts are assumed to be
steel, and the spacer was typically a .075-in thick cylinder located at
75% of disc radius. The connecting hardware CWhw) is estimated by the
followinq equation:
WHW : .75 x 2. x _Rn x .075 x LSTG x p {8)
where Rh is the disc radius (or blade hub radius), Lstg is the Jtage
length, and p is the material density.
The outer case is the last item of weight included in the compressor
weiaht buildup. Average case thickness in the data base engines was h.10
in equivalent thickness, including fasteners and flanges. Case weight is
calculated stage by stage, and the same material used in the disc is also
assumed for the case:
wC = _ Dt x LSTG x .10 x _P {9)
where Dt is the stage tip diameter.
Total stage weight is the sum of rotor blade, stators, disc, connecting
hardware, and case. Stage weights are summed to give the total component
weight.
Rotational inertia of compressors and turbines is determined by Findinq
inertia of each staqe of each component. It is assumed that hlades have
uniform weight/area and the disc is of uniform thickness. This method
has been applied to several existing engines and the results showed qood
24
0agreement.
inertias:
The following equations are used for the blades and disc
WTBL hB2
IBLADE = g x -3----+ Rh2 x NB (10)
IDISC " WTDISC8g x Rh2 (11)
The total stage inertia is the sum of blade and disc inertias
ISTG = IBLADE + IDISC
(12)
The component inertia is the sum of the inertia of each stage.
!.1.2 Axial Flow Turbines
The method described for compressors is generally the sam for turbines.
Input data required are:
o Maximum tip diameter of the first stage, or number of stages
Inlet Mach number (axial) of the first stage, and exit Mach
number (axial) of the last stage
o Rotor blade aspect ratio of the first and last stages
o Solidity
o Reference disc stress, 0.2% yield point of the material selected
0 Cooling indicator, to modify the blade volume calculation fo_
cooling holes
25
Design mode, constant hub radius, constant mean area or constant
tip radius
o Shaft overspeed factor
0
0
Turbine loading parameter,
Blade material density
2//Ah . 2gJ= Ut F
o Blade taper ratio
o Blade volume factor
Two alternative procedures can be used to size the turbine: _I) specify
maximum diameter of the first stage and find the number of staqes from
the work loading p_rameter, or (Z) specify the number of stages and the
diamter of the first stage is found from the work loading parameter.
Shaft speed is transferred from the corresponding compressor; and in the
case of (]_, the number of stages is found by iteration until the
resultant tip diameter is equal to or less than the specified diameter.
Equal work per stage is assumed. Total component work and state
conditions are taken from the NNEP stored cycle data.
To determine blade height, the flow area necessary to pass the corrected
airflow is calculated at the inlet of each stage. When the first stage
inlet Mach number is different from the last stage exit Math number, a
proportionate change is assumed for inlet Mach number of the other
stages. Hub radius of the first stage is found by subtracting from the
stage-projected area the exit-flow area required to satisfy the specified
exit Mach number. Dimensions of the remaining stages are then determined
from the design mode specification and the calculated exit area.
Aspect ratio and number of blades are determined by the same method used
in deter_iring the compressors. Blade volume is also determined hy the
26
same method, Equation (3), except that K = 0.!95. When the blade is a
cooled blade fnormally HP turbine blades with relatively low-aspect
ratio), the calculated volume is reduced 20% to compensate for
cooling-air passages. Blade weight is then found from the _pecified
material density. Blade-pull stress is calculated by Equ3tio, {7_.
In a manner similar to the comoressor discs, turbine discs were measured
in the data base engises to produce the results shown in Figure 11. The
rim lodding parameter (OBp x Rn)was modified by dividing by the 0.2%
yield strength (at the max. operating temperature) of the particular
material used in each disc. There are many different steel alloys and
superalloys that have different strength capahi!ities for which this
correction compensates. Each disc has a different operating temperature,
maximum allowable stress, and design life. These factors and other
unknowns, such as the effect of hub tip ratio, are believed to be the
primary cause of the data scatter. The best-fit curve shown in Figure 11
is used in WATE-?, unless the optional procedure is used where the discs
are calculated by a preliminary design procedure developed primarily for
small engine discs. This method is recommended hecause it includes the
effects of blade aspect ratio and disc stress level.
The relative disc thickness is found from Figure 11 with the calculated
independent variable (oBp x Rn) . Disc volume is found by multiplying
the relative thickness parameter (V/Dh2) by Dh2. Blade-material
density is an input; however, disc material is assuw _d tu be steel or
superalloy with 0.286 density. Since all of the data base engines used
steel or supera_loy discs, correlations of other materials could not he
made.
Each stage of the turbine is treated as a stator-rotor pair (as opposed
to rotor-stator _air !n the compressor. Stator blades are also assumed
to have the same _umher, volume of material, and dimensions as the rotor
blades. The stator wciqht is calculated hy Equation (3), with K=0.144.
Stator-rotor spacing is the same as compressors, 17% of tile rotor
length. Stator AR is taken to be 83% of the rotor blade AR.
27
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• t
Connecting hardware and case weight are also determined by the same
method as used in the compressors. The total weight and length of the
turbine component is the sum of disc, blade, stator, connecting hardware,
and case. No exit guide vanes (EGV) are assumed in the turbine
component. EGV's, if required, can be considered a part of the exit
frame weight. Rotational inertia is determined in the same manner as the
compressor.
1.1.3 Ducts
It is assumed that the major structural load in a duct is a result of the
internal pressure. Also, tt ts assumed that the inner wail of the duct
is the same gage as the outer wall. In the data base engines the outer
surface of the OD walls were typically exposed to amhtent pressure. The
ID wall was subjected to fan pressure, hp compressor exit pressure, etc.,
and ^P for the ID wall could not be generalized. Ftqure 12 illustrates
the duct and nomenclature.
The equation for stress ul a longitudinal section of a thin-walled
cylinder subjected to an trternal pressure ts: (3)
P Do
o . (13)
and for solvlng for minimum thickness:
P 0o
train = 2--'0-" (14)
where 0 is the allowahle for the material, p is the internal total
pressure, and Do is the duct outside diameter.
Tt is assumed with 50,000 lb/in ? allowable at temperatures below
700°F, and steel is assumed at 70,000 lbs/tn ? above this
temperature. The appropriate material is selected based ,n the total
temperature of the duct airflow. The weight is :dlculated as a function
29
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of duct length (L), the inner diameter (Di) , and the outer diameter
(Do):
WDUCT " w (D O + UI) LPtm| n (15)
Duct Mach number is specified as an input, and corrected atrflow is
determined from the NNEP cycle data. IO and OD are determined as a
function of required f|ow area and the dimensions of the connecting
upstream component. Care should be taken to ascertain whether these
assumptions apply for specific engine configurations. For example, a
thin-wa]led cylinder subjected to an external collapsing pressure will
fail at a much lower pressure than it would if it were subjected to an
internal bursting pressure, as assumed in the duct weight calculation.
If both ID and OD walls of the duct are exposed to ambient pressure, the
]O wall should be sized to avoid collapse, such as ,tetermined
experimentally by Stewart 3 for laD-welded steel tubes:
-- ooo ] (16)
or expressed in terms of minimum wall thickness:
tlnin _-(_ _'l (1l PI_I_X_2'• " 000 / (17)
WATE-2 dries not perform the above calculation to determine whether
collapsing pressure sizes the ID wall. It also does not check to
determine whether the gage selected is less than minimum gage.
1.1.4 Rotating Splltter
A rotating splltter, Figure 13, is a circumferential separator of two
flows within the same compressor. These flows ,,ormally have different
pressures and temperatures, and the splitter must perform a sealing
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Figure 13. Rot#ring Splitter
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functlon. Stages that Incorporate rotating splltters are treated the
same as compressors; a rotor-stator palr comprises one stage, stator
welght and size Is assumed to be the same as the rotor blade, and
rotor-stator spacing is 17% of rotor length.
The rotating splitter adds weight to the blade and increases the
centrifugal blade force. Consequently, the disc must be heavier to carry
the added load. Splitter weight, per blade ts estimated by:
WSpL = 2_Rs C_'x .10
NB
where C is the blade chord found by Equation (5) and RSts the radial
location of the splitter.
Thickness of the splitter is assumed to be 10_ of chord, however, this
choice was based on only one engine, the General Electric CJ805-23. The
CJ805-23 aft-fan blade has a rotating splitter which has a box section.
The solid equivalent thickness of the hollow box was approximately lO_ of
chord. A more accurate esttmatr can be made by actual design of the
cantilevered platform to the desired deflection and/or stress levels.
The centrifugal force contribution of the rotating splltter is:
F --MrW 2 - WSPL
g x Rs x (2_x RPH 2 r18)
where RPM is the shaft speed determined in the same manner as
compressors. Blade pull stress (Equation 7) is increased by the amount
AoBp = FSPL FspL
(19_
where CB is determined by Equation (5) and t/c is the thickness ratio
of the blade (which Is assumed to be 10%). Disc weight Is determined
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with the increased stress level using the disc volumeFigure q.
correlation,
Shaft speed determination (as described in Section 1.1.1) is only an
estimate, and it assumes that blade-root stress is subcritical. Use of a
rotating splitter will cause the blade-pull Stress to increase
significantly, and the WATE-? output should be inspected to determine
whether or not the Stress level is acceptable. Reduction of shaft speed
may be required to reduce the stress level.
If shaft speed is decreased, a larger number of Stages will be required
to accomplish the same work. Alternatively, the radius ratio of the
compressor (or turbine) can be increased to restore work capacity (due to
higher tip speed). Disc weight of each stage will increase for this
compromise, however. The final choice must be iterated externa_ to
WATE-2 and may depend on whether or not the flow path is reasonably well
matched to connecting components (such as the HP turbine and LP turbine
flow path). These secondary effects may have a much large) _mpact on
engine weight than will the weight of the splitter material and theyshould not be ignored.
1.1.5 Bi3rnE._ers
This method is based on a calculated volume of materials, similar to the
duct method except for the addition of wall liners and fuel manifold and
nozzles, as shown in Figure 14. It is used for primary burners, as well
as duct heaters, and afterburners. Differences in configuration of these
different types of burners are reflected in the specified residance time,
through-flow velocity, and type of burner. When a primary burner is
specified, a frame weight is added (see Section 3.7). Primary burners
and duct heaters require an input mean radius of the annular flow paths
while the afterburner is assumed to have no inner wail, i.e., zero radiusratio.
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Figure I4. Burner Schematic
Burner flow area is determined from the input velocity, the mean radius,
and the entry-corrected airflow from the NN_P cycle data. Burner length
is Found to give the specified residence time based on the input velocity
and entry ron.Jitions.
Flow area is used to obtain the inner and outer dimensions of the burqe_
(Rt and Rh) with the specified mean radius located at mid-area.
Outer-case thickness is determined by Equation i14). The same thickness
is used for the inner case. Material ass_ned is steel with
70,000 Ib/in2 a11owable stress. Weight and volume of material for the
inner and outer cases are found by Equation (15), using burner length {L).
Liner weight is determined in a like manner, assuming 0.055-in thick
steel walls, located at 20% of passage height from the inner and outer
case. The burner dome, fuel manifold, fuel nozzles, and other components
are estimated hy typical geometry taken from the data base engines as
determined by the following equation:
WDOME .0106 (Rt2 2 _ f20)
- . RL ,
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Total burner weight is the sum of inner and outer cases and liners,
burner dome and fuel nozzle system, and frame where applicable.
1.1.6 Shafts
A shaft is assumed to be the power connection between components, see
Figure 1_. Multiple stages within a compressor or turbine are also
connected by a shaft; however, this weight is included in that
component's weight buildup.
The required inputs are:
The component numbers connected (to determine length, power
transmitted and shaft speed).
o The shaft material density and allowable stress.
o Radius ratio (of the inner shaft only).
Multiple concentric shafts can also be specified, and will be sized
around the inner shaft with 0.20 in radial clearance assumed.
Dimensions of the inner shaft are determined to provided the necessary
torque capability at the specified allowable stress. Total shaft power
is the summation of work (AH) for all turbines on the shaft. Torque is
c_!culated by:
T = TAH x J (21)
where _ is the shoft ;otative speed, rad/sec.
Shear stress due to the torque load is defined by(3_:
16 T DO
T = (22)
(D_- Di4)
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Figure 15. Shaft Schematic
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_e
or in terms of the input diameter or radius ratio (Di/Do) :
16T
Dt4 J
Solving for DO in terms of allowable stress (Oa]l):
DO -- _ ___T l D°4
Di4
Weight is then found by :
(23)
(24)
D.2
(25)
A similar procedure is used for concentric shafts. The second shaft's
inside diameter is found by adding 0.40 in to DO, and Equation (24) is
solved bv iteration.
While it is assumed in the shaft-weight estimate that torque determines
the shaft dimensions, it should be recognized that other design
cnnsiderations may dictate shaft dimensions. Shaft critical speeds or
longitudinal stiffness may actually design the shaft, hut this is a
function of bearing arrangement, mount stiffness, location of and
stiffness of rotating masses. The calculated shaft weiqht should be
considered to be an absolute minimum, and can possibly be much larger
when these other criteria are considered. The rotational inertia of the
shaft is not calculated, since it is a negligible quantity compared to
the compressors and turbines.
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1.1.? Frames
A structura_ frame is normally required to span the engine flow path from
the outer engine case to the shaft, usually to support a bearing (as
shown in Figure 16) for several typical engines. Mechanicml design of
the frame would require a definition of all loads imposed on the frame
under normal operating conditions, transients, and adverse operating
conditions, such as a hard landing. This level of detail is normally not
available at the prpliminary design stage for which WATE-2 has been
developed.
It has been found, however, that the frame weight of the data base
engines correlates well with the total frame-projected area. These data
are shown in Figure !7 for four types of frames commonly used:
single-bearing frames with and without PTO, turbine exit, and
intermediate. Frame weight is determined from these data, based on the
local diameter and the type of frame specified.
1.1.8 Nozzles
Unlike the rotating components, the loads and load paths of nozzles
(particularly variable area C-D nozzles) are not readily defined on a
general basis. A selected type of nozzle could be subjected to a
detailed weight-estimating procedure, however, the trade-offs of internal
and external performance with nozzle length and diameter would also be
necessary to optimize the desiQn. This type of data is not likely to be
available at the level of development for which WATE-2 is intended.
A procedure has been developed that shows proper trends for
multiple-stream nozzles and for variable geometry and fixed-geometry
nozzles. Nozzle length is specified and should be selected tu be
representative for the type of nozzle, i.e., C or C-D. An effective
surface area is calculated based on the diameter of the connecting
component and the specified le -_h.
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Only circular, conical nozzles are assumed, however, coannular nozzles
could be represented by specifying a circular nozzle for each flow path.
Plug nozzles can be represented by specifying a larger effective length;
e.g., from nozzle entry to end of plug. Wall thickness is assumed to be
0.10-in steel above 700°F and Ti below 700°F. Variable nozzles are
calculated in the same manner except that the effective wall thickness is
2.75 times that of the fixed nozzle.
1.1.9 Mixers
A mixer is a device placed at the point of confluency of two coannular
streams to increase the mixing boundary _o that thermal mixing takes
place in a minimum length. This type of mixer is sometimes called a
daisy-mixer, chute-mixer, or forced-mixer.
Flow area of _ch annular path is taken from the NNEP cycle data, and the
inlet radius (Ri) of the upstream component is used as a starting point
for locating Rmi d and RO, as shown in Figure 18. Normally Ri will be
the hub radius of the last turbine stage.
Mixer length (L) and number of passages (N) are required inputs. The
following relationship has been developed that is representative of the
surface area of typical mixers:
S = [3.93 RM+ 1.25 (Ro - Ri)]L (26)
material assumed is O.lO-in thick steel.
1.1.10 Annulus Invertinq Valve (AIVI
This device has been used in some variable-cycle engines to invert the
annular position of two concentric flow paths. It accomplishes the flow
inversion within a constant diameter envelope, and with constant-area
duct passages. Figure 19 shows a typical example of an AIV. This AIV
was designed to vary the byoass ratio in a JTSD engine.
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The AIV weight method assumes a construction similar to that shown in
Figure lq, except that instead of sheet-metal, the material is assumed to
be Ti honeycomb at 1.1 Ib/ft 2 below 700°F and steel hot_eycomb at
1.87 Ib/ft 2 agave 700°F. If desired, different materials can be
specified.
An empirical relationship, similar to the mixer method, has been
developed for estimation of the AIV weight:
[ +393 +12, (27)WAI v = L x 2 _ RI + 2x R°
where Ri is the hub radius of the upstream connecting component, and
Rm and R0 are found to satisfy the input Mach number with the entry
correcte_ airflow (see Figure 20). The number of passaqes (N) is an
input, and material weight per square foot (W/A) is selected depending on
the stream temperature. Length (L) of the AIV is calculated from the
input specific length, LSp:
L LSp
(28)
Specific length is preferred as an innut because it is nondimensional,
and it is a major variable that determines AIV pressure loss. A
r_latively aood compromise between size and performance is achieved when
N=R and Lsp=O._ to 1.0, which results in a pressure loss between 2.5%
ind I._%.
If the AIV is of the switchina type, where one half indexes in a
rotational direction relative to the nther half to chanqe Flow-path
nrientati_n, an actuator weight is estimated at I0% of total AIV weight.
Ad_itinnal structure to support the rotatinq half :s nnt incuded and
should he represented as an additional frame.
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1.1.11 Transmission
A method of estimating the weight of various types of gear systems has
been previously developed by Schmidt. 4 This method is used in WATE-_
for gear sets that are typically used in aircraft.
The equation for the total gear box weight is:
W = 324 [SHP'_ .80
RPM/ (29)
1.1.12 Thrust Reversers
A weight estimating method previously developed for aircraft preliminary
desian studies is based on the weight of i8 different reversers that are
in current use. It has been found in correlations of these data hat
rewrser weiQht (W) is a function of corrected mass flow (W6-J_) and
nozzle pressure ratio fpR ), and is dependent on whether the stream is
hot fprimary) or cold (fan). The following relationship has been
developed:
6 .r3o)
where hot streams KI = .52, K2 = 423, K3 = 1.004 and K4 = -.5054.
For cold streams Kl = 2.?2, K? = II.0, K3 = .23, and K4 = .56.
The WATE-? methnd will apply the cold stream equation to a fan stream
,vhether or not it is heated by a duct burner. The hot stream equation is
u_ed For turbine outlet streams or mixed-flow exhaust streams.
I.I.IR Heat ExchanQers
Both rotary and Fixed heat exchangers can he estimated. Methods
previously d_velop_d produce adequate results fnr preliminarv design
purDoses, s_e Figure ?I.
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Figure 2I. Heat Exch#nger=
For rotary heat exchangers, a ceramic core is assumed. Weights of this
type ofheat exchanger have been determined by the Corning Glass
Company5 and are represented in Table 2 for various levels of
effectiveness and pressure loss. These data are developed for a total
corrected airflow of 200 lbs/sec. For other sizes, + _: weights are
scaled directly with corrected flow.
Fixed-tube heat exchangers are estimated by _ eat transfer analysis6
wherebv the required tube surface area is f ,d to give the specified
effectiveness. Flow area of the tubes i_ foun, from an input Mach
number, number of tubes, and corrected flow.
Wall thickness of the tubes is determined by Eauation _141 to satisfy an
assumed allowable stress of 50,000 lh/in? and a densitv of 0.168 below
700OF. A stress of 70,000 Ib/in2 and a density of 0.286 is assumed
above 700OF. The length of tubes is determined to satisfy the surface
area requirement.
Table 2. Ceramic Rotary Re_/enerator Weight
200 Ib/sec corrected v_iGht flow
BPR 3 7 10
•_o/p (%) 5 10 5 10 5 10
Weigi_ t lib)
C - 80%
86%
9O%
674
971
1.G22
542
754
1.188
620
914
1.4213
445
640
1,005
60O
834
1,313
423
617
994
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Fixed-tube he_t exchanger tube weight (Wt) is then found bv
Wt : P Lt_ (Ro2 - Ri2) (31)
where Ro and Ri are the tube radii and L is the total i_ngth
required. Casings, mounting hardware, manifolds, and other equipment
that may be necessary are assumed to be equal to Wt. Total heat
exchanger weight is 2Wt.
I.,2 Small Gas Turbine Engines
Discussed in this section are all of the components that are unique to
small qa_ turbine engines. These include centrifugal compressors, radial
turbines, axial compressors, axial turbines, buraers, cross-over ducts,
diffusers, compresso_ shroud, oear box. and rear frame. Some components
utilize the same methods as used for the large engines, and these are
noted in the discussion. A typical small-engine is shown in Figure PP,
where the major components are identified.
!.9.1 Centrifugal Compressors
The followinq input data are required for
comor_ssors:
centrifugal !radial)
Entry axial Mach number
Max first _taQe pressure ratio
qadi,Js ratin of the inlet hub to the inlet tip
Shaft ovprspeed factor
If the specified overall pressure ratio is greater than the max allowable
first stane pressure ratio, another stage is added and the work is
diviled equally. Stages are added until the first stage pressure ratio
i_ l_s than the max allowed. Tip spPed of the second staqe of multiple
staq_s is taken fn h_ Q@Kof the f_rst staqe tip speed.
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Figure 22. Small Engine Components
5]
Hub and tip radii of the entry are found from the input radius ratio, the
entry corrected airflow, and the entry Mach no. The tip radius of the
outlet of centrifugal compressors is assumed to be 3 times the hub radius
of the entry, which is typical for wheels from 10 to 20 in. diameter.
Corrected tip speed is found from the calculated pressure ratio of the
staqe, Figure 23, and shaft speed is then found from tip radius and tip
speed.
The shaft speed will normally be set by turbine stress. Since turbine
stress is a fall-out calculation in WATE-2 _for axial turhines only), it
should be checked to see if it is reasonable, and the input radius ratio
should he adjusted if necessary to change the calculated shaft speed.
Centrifugal compressors are assumed to be titanium an_ the weight is
found as a function of tip radius, Figure 24. Length and rotational
inertia are found similarly, Figures 25 and 26. Figure ?_ also compares
the inertia of ra_ial turbines.
I.P.P Radial In-Flow Turbines
The tip radius of radial turbine wheels is found by the inlet corrected
airflow, Fiqure 27. The technology level, current or advanced, must be
specified. Length of the impeller is found from Figure 28, as a function
of the tip radius.
Steel turbine wheels are assumed, and the weight and rotating inertia are
determined from tio radius, Fiaures 2g and _6, respectively.
1.2.3 Axial Compressors and Turbines
This method is identical to the larqe gas turbines except for the disc
weiqht c_ c_Jlation procedure. No additional inputs are required, except
for the input which activates the optional disc procedure. It was found
that the previous disc weiqht correlations were not applicable to small
diameter discs. Typically, the small discs were 3 to _ times heavier (or
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thicker) than would be predicted bv the oriqinal method. A new method
was developed specifically for small-engines. It is also applicable to
larqe engines, and may provide improved accuracy.
An inserted blade is _ssumed, and the disc material is assumed to be Ti
or steel forginqs with ultimate strengths of 120,000 and 160,000 psi
respectively. The rim of the disc is assumed to be 10% of the blade huh
radius or .75 in, whichever is qreater. The remaining disc volume is
_ssumed to he a trapezoidal section rotated about the axis. The
thickness of the trapezoid at its outer radius is sized for 75% of the
ultimate strength. Thickness of the trapizod at the inner radius is
based on _0% of ultimate strength for the tangential stress. This value
is selected based on an experimentally determined hm-st spped margin.
f the average tanqential stress can he satisfied with a constant
thickness disc. thp here ra.iius is increaspd until the low_st weiqht disc
is ,_chi,'v("d that ,i_istmeets the dq,sign criteria.
Stres_'_ are c_ir.jlated ha_.ed on the total _lade force actinq on the
outer circumf ,'fenCe of the disc, and it is therefore sensitive to chanqes
in hl._l,' ,_sp#ct ratio and solidity as well as blade pull stress and huh
_-adi_. The m-i,lin,_lmethod is not sensitive to aspect ratio or solidity.
I _.,_ Crossover Duct InteQral with Diffuser
This cnm,nnnent is onIv _IS0(I tO connect two centrifuaal compressors, and
it h,_ _n inteq,',_ldiffuser. The diffuser outside diameter (Do) is
t,_,en tn be I.G tilnps the first impeller ii,impter ,_nd the l_ngth (L% is
_,_,,ume,!t,_h,, _n% of the diffuse _ (li_metPv'. Weiqht of the crossover duct
i_ ,_im_t,,d _v the foll_winq v'_la_innship:
'AT _ _.q L x [l
0
wh.,r_ I _nd D ,_r," in ft.
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!1.2.5 Diffuser
A diffuser is required when only one centrifugal stage is used. It is
normally feeding into a burner directly from the compressor. The outside
diameter of the diffuser is also 1.6 times the tip diameter of the
impeller, and the length is 7% of the diffuser diameter. The weight is
expressed by:
WT = 32.8 L x DO
(33)
I._.6 Rear Frame
For small gas turbines, a turbine exit frame is normally required to
stJpoort the turbine bearing, radial loads only. The front frame and
front hearing take the thrust loads, and this is sometimes an integral
part of the gearbox. The following equation is used to estimate the
weight of the rear frame, which includes the tailpipe and nose cone:
WT - 55.5 Rt2 + 6.53 (341
where Rt is the turbine tip radius (ft).
l.P.7 Centrifugal Compressor Housing
This item is similar to the outer case in an axial compressor.
based on the length and the tip radius (Rtl of the impeller:
Weight is
WT = 163 x L x Rt
(35)
I._._ Gearbox and Accessories
The existing transmission weight method will give satisfactory results
for small pnainPs. Accessory weiqht however is a significantly hiqher
Dercentaqp of total weight. Accessories are typically about 17% of the
total engine w_iqht, excllldinq accessories.
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1.3 Other Program Functions and Capabilities
1.3.1 Fl_]iiqhtenvelope Maximization
In the normal use of the WATE-2 program, a flight envelope of engine
performance will be generated. Since the weight of each component is
affected by its maximum work, flow, temperature, and speed, these
maximized values are stored for use in the di,_ensions and weight
calculations. Thermodyr,amic output data from NNEP is scanned over all
pnints in the specified fliqht envelope, and the maximum conditions are
stored. The flight condition is given in the output data where the
maximLim c_ndition occurs for each component.
1.3._ Design Limits
As an aid to assist the user to achieve a reasonable engine design, the
output data will provide a warning and suggested corrective action to
bring the enqine desiqn within reasonable limits. These limits can he
specified, or default values will be used if not specified. Table 3
shows a list of warnings and corrective actions.
i._.3 Automatic Airflow Scalin9
The WATE-P DroQram will automatically scale the engine to +_?0% of the
size float is defined in the NNEP _imulation. Up to six selected scale
factors can also be specified if the default scale factors of .B, 1.0,
and I.p a_c not adequate. A scaling exponent (E _ is calculated for a
best-fit curve between the calculated data points. The curve-fit
pn_,,_ti_nis of the form:
__ (36_
WT = WTRE F WaREF
The scalin-q _xP _Tl'_nt C(_ _ ,_nda short-form outnut for pach pnaine sizP is
nrovi,4td in the otltput data.
l _.4 EnQine CPntrr of Gravitv
The cpnter nf qravitv of each cnmponent, except the rotational
rnmponents, i_ aqq_med t,_ he the mid-pnint nf its lennth. The moment
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WARNINGMESSAGE
BLADEPULL STRESS EXCEEDED
h/t TOO LARGE
h/t TOO SMALL
ISTAGE LOADING TOO HIGH
STAGE PR TOO HIGH
FLOW VELOCITY TO HIGH
LBLADE SIZE TOO SMALL
TABLE 3 DESIGN LIMITS
ACTION RECOMMENDED
-.._._____
REDUCE SHAFT SPEED
(BY RPM SCALAR) OR
INCREASE EXIT MACH
NUMBER
REDUCE HUB-TIP RATIO
INPUT
INCREASE HUB-TIP
RATIO INPUT
INCREASE _ INPUT
(WHICH IS I/LOADING)
REDUCE STAGE PRES-
SURE RATIO INPUT
DECREASE STAGE INLET
MACH NUMBER INPUT
CHANGE DES OVERALL
PRESSURE RATIO OR
REDUCE H/T INPUT
DEFAULT VALUE
TESTED AGAINST
0 = 50000 HPT
0 = 60000 LPT
0 = 80000 FAN & HPC
hit = .93 HPC EXIT
h/t = .32 FAN,HPC ENTRY
= .50 HPT,LPT EXIT
= .28 HPT,LPT
PR = 1.8 FAN
= 1.4 HPC
Mex = .60 ALL COMPONENTS
hB .40 ALL COMPONENTS
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relative to the front-flange of the engine is determined as a function of
the position of each component.
For rotating components, the weight of each stage is assumed to act at
mid-length of the stage. Moments are summed about the front flange for
each stage. The center of gravity of each rotating component and the
total engine is calculated. CG locations are shown in the output data
for the total engine and each component.
1.4 Program Validation
A verification of the accuracy of the method can only be done by applying
it to various tvpes of engines and comparing the results with the actual
measured engine weight and dimensions or with those estimated by the
manufacturer for proposed engines. Since the manufacturer's estimate of
proposed engines also includes some error, the real deviation or error of
the WATE-2 method can only be found by comparing enQines that have been
built in production quantities.
In order to judge the accuracy of the method, the NASA program manager
selected _ larqe engines and one small engine for comparison. These
included both production and proDosed engines. The selection was made
after the methnd was completed and submitted for approval. Results of
the WATE-? estimates for these engines are shown in Figure 3_. As can be
_een, dimensions and weiqht of the Q selected engines are within the _I0%
accuracy goal.
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2.0 USER'S MANUAL
This section contains a description of input-output data, values of
typical inputs and sample cases. WATE-2 is designed to function around a
component-type engine cycle analysis program, the "NASA-NAVY Engine
Program, Reference 7. The calculated thermodynamic output data of NNEP
is not described here since it is unchanged from its normal mode of
operation.
The thermo d_sign point case of NNEP can be used to generate the WATE-2
iaouts or additional NNEP off-design points can be run and the output
data will be scanned for maximum conditions of shaft overspeed, work,
flow or temperature for each component. In order to produce the most
accurate weight estimate, the off-design cases should encompass the
maximum performance level required of each component. All components
that contribute weight must also be included in the NNEP engine model.
WATE-2 will not calculate weight for components which are not included in
the NNEP engine simulation.
WATE-2 also will accept an input weight scaler for each component so that
selected components can be incrpased or decreased _or eliminated
altnGether) to determine sensitivities, etc. Both SI and English units
of measure can be used.
2.1 Proqram Structure and Deck Stacking
The ovPr_]] proQram structure is shown in the f?ow chart, Figure _!.
NN_P desiqn point data is stored in the "thermod)namic data" for use in
calculatina wPiQhts and dimensions {W/D_ in the WATE-2 part of the
proqram. Computer execution time, core storage, and output print
rpquirements have hpen increased s'iqhtlv over the NNEP proqram.
The order nf deck stackinQ of the ,lob Control cards and NNEP input data
are _nrhange d from the normal op_ratinn of NNEP. Two new inputs have
heen ,_dded to the _NEP indicator spt. The indicators, IWT : TRUE and
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0 Figure 31. Overa/I Program Structure
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IPLT = TRUE signals that the weight and dimensions calculations are to be
performed, and the WATE-2 Data Set is required following the NNEP
inputs. Figure _2 shows a typical card-stacking arrangement necessary to
operate NNEP and WATE-?.
2.2 Inout Description and Format
The WATE-? inputs are free-field format fNAMELIST), and begin in Column
P. There is no specified order to the inputs; however, for the following
discussion they have been grouped into Plot-Print Indicators, Length
Indicators, Mechanical Design Indicators, and Design Values. Figure 3_
shows a complete input set for a typical case.
P.2.1 Plot-Print Indicators
IWT : 0 - Do not do weight calculation
=I Turn on the thermodynamic parameter maximization of the
WATE code. Do not do weiqht calculation
= ? - Do weight calculation using maximum thermodynamic
parameters
= 3 - Do weight calculation hut do not write maximum conditions
for the components
= 4 - Do weight calculation with airflow scaling
IPLT : T Gas path lavout
F No gas oath layout
&W placpd at end of NNEP inputs to signal beginning of
WATE -_ inp_Jts
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& END
7,
i_'i-
/
NNEP
WITH IWT & IPLT
INPUTS ADDED
(1)
&D MODE -
&END
TITLE OF THE ENGINE
JOB - USER CONTROL CARDS
WATE- 2
INPUTS
Figure32. Deck Stacking
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ISII = T - S! units input
F -Eng]tsh units input
ISIO • T - S[ units output
F - English units
IOUTCD : 0 Short form-engine weight, length, and maximum radius
I - Long form-component welqhts and dimensions and short form
IOUICD : ? - Dehuq option and long and short form
l!
2.2.2 Length Indicators
The ILENG input specifies only those components that contribute to the
total additive engine length. The NNEP component number is specified in
ILENG in the order that the components would add in length to achieve the
total length. This must start with the first compressor and end with the
furthest downstream nozzle. Figure 34 shows a typical enqine and the
ILENG inputs for that engine. The ILENG input does not include duct (4),
nozzle (_) or shafts (13) and (14) because these components do not
contrihute to the total enqine lenqth.
ENGINE LAYOUT
s
13
14
IL£NG (lj - 1.23.6.7.11.910.11.12.
FL OW PATH ANO COMPONE NT NtlldOE AS
Fox,re 34. Ler_th /.put
B?.2.3 Hechanical Destqn Indicators
The mechanical design indicators _IWMEC) must be specified for each
component of the NNEP simulation, with the exception of the NNEP
Controls, Inlet, and Water Injection or any other component not
represented in WATE-_.
A number nf shaft components may he required to simulate an engine in
NNEP, as shown in Figure _S. WATE-? will determine the weloht only for
connecting shafts of major components, such as the typical HP or LP
shaft. In the example of Figure 3_, only shaft ]_ and shaft )7 would be
specified. The smaller component number must always be used on the inner
shaft, with increasing component numbers as concentric shafts are added
around the inner shaft.
IWMEC is a two-dimensional integer array that contains all of the
mechanical de_iQn indicators. It is of the form !WMEC (N, M), where M is
the component number used in NNEP, and N is the variable number as
d_fined below for each component. Ea(h variable in the IWMEC array for
,,ach component is identified as shown in Figure 33 in free-field NAMELIST
format.
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10 12
1 3 1
INNER SHAFT
IWMEC (1,15) ........
IWMEC (1.17) ........
14
Figure 35. Shaft Input
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2.2.3.) Compressors
IWMEC Array
Location Description
Tvpe of compressor being weighed.
'FAN'
'FO'
'FI'
'RSFO'
'RSFI'
'LPC'
'HPC'
- Typical fan
- Outer portion of non-rotating splitter fan
- Inner portion of non-rotatlng splitter fan
- Outer portion of rotatino splitter fan
- Inner portion of rotating splitter fan
- Low oressure compressor
- High pressure compressor
2 This indicates if the fan or compressor has stators or if
the compressor is a centrifugal compressor.
- Stator weiqht is calculated
- Stator weight is not calculated
- Centrifugal compressor
This is the indicator for 'front' frames in compressors.
This input may he:
o
!
2
4
- No frame
- Sinale hearing frame for turbofans and
turbojets with Power Takeoff fPTO)
- Single bearing frame with PTO
- Two bearing frame, such as the frame in
front of the HPC in the JTAD or _TQD which
extends nutward to the fan outer case and
holds two hearings with PTO
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Location Description
This is the indicator for the 'rear' frame in a compressor
- No frame
- Single hearing frame for turbofans and
turbojet without Power Takeoff (PTO)
- Single bearing frame with POT
- Two bearing frame, such as the frame in
front of the HPC in the JTBD or JTgD which
extends outward to the fan outer case and
holds two hearings with PTO
This is the component number connecting to this component
fnr split flow compressors only. If this is the Fan
Outer, the Fan Inner must be specified. If this is the
RotatinQ Splitter Outer, the inner splitter must be
specified, and vice versa.
Gear box indicator - 0 - No Qear nr componen_ number of
shaf_
Number of _taqes
16
2.2.3.2
Location
Turbines
This is the type of turbine
Description
- High pressure turbine
- Low pressure turbine
Indicator for turbine exit frame
O - No frame
I - Frame
Compressor number from which the RPM is determined
Component number from which the outer radius limit for the
turbine is determined. If the component number is
positive, the outlet dimension is used. If negative, the
inlet dimension is used. If O, it will use the outlet of
the feeding component.
Number of staqes
Indicator for axial or radial turbine
0
?
- Axial turbine
- Radial turbine
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2.2.3.3 Burners
Location Description
This is the type of burner being weighed.
the burner name in four spaces.
The input is
'PBUR'
'DBUR'
'AUG'
- Primary burner (airframe will he included)
- Duct burner (a mean radius is specified%
- Augmentor (no inner wall)
This is the indicator for frame weight, normally only for
primary burners. This frame includes a bearing.
0 - No frame
1 - Frame
P._.3.4 Ducts
Indicator as to type of duct
l
4
- Dummy - i.e., no weight or length
- Length input
- Length derived as in a duct connecting a
splitter and a mixer
- Cross over duct for centrifuqal comoressors
- Diffuser for centrifugal compressors
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2.2.3.5 Shafts
t
Location
'SHAF'
Description
- Standard shaft
2
3-6
Shaft number from inner to outer, i.e., 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5
Turbine numbers connected to this shaft. The last entry
is the furthest downstream turbine. This is used for
power summation.
First upstream compressor connected to the shaft
2.2.3.6 Mixers
Type of mixer
t
'MIX'
'FMIX'
- The coannular emergence of
without mechanical mixer
- Forced mixer, mechanical,
lobed mixer
two streams
i.e., Daisy
2 Indicator for primary input node
0
1
- Primary is inner
- Primary is outer
t
D
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(m
2.2._.7
Location
?
Nozzles
'NOZ'
Nozzle type
- Input
Descr iption
- Convergent
- C-D variable area
Component number from which the nozzle inlet di_aeter can
be determined. If this diameter is taken from the inlet
of the component, the (-) component number must be
entered. If (+), the exit ncde will be used. If the
previous component determines the diameter, this location
may be zero.
Thrust reverser type
0 - None
] - Fan
2 - Primary
The calculated component weight can be adjusted by an Imput scaler,
DESVAL (15, M), which is a factor applied to the calculated weight. A
zero value, however, denotes that no scaling is used. If it is desired
to zero-out the weight nf a component, the scaler can be set to a trivial
quantity such as .0001.
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2.2.3.8 Splitters
Location Description
'SPLT'
- Input
2 I
- If inner stream is not primary
?.2.3.0 Annulus Inverting Valve
1 Input "VALV'
Location of Valve
! - Inner
2 - Outer
Component Number of Opposite Duct
0 if Fixed, I if Movable
8!
........ 1 .... ] .....
2.2.3.10 Heat Exchangers
Location
Descriotion
I InDut 'HTEX'
? Type
I - Fixed tube
2 - Rotary
:l.nw Direction
I - Parallel flow
P - Counter flow
?._.4 Design Values
This section contains the mechanical and aerodynamic design data
necessary to determine the weioht and dimensions of each component. A
summary of this array is shown in Table 4. if desired, the default
v_l,Jes, Tahle _, can he used for any cnmponent by not specifying the
inDuts for that component. The data required is in the floating-point
two-dimension_l array DESVAL {N, MI, where M is the component number From
NNEP and N is as defined below. A typical range of values is shown in
Table _.
]esiqn linits are built into the proqram, as shown in Table 7, and cannot
he altered hv inputs. If these limits are excepa_d, the calc_Jlation
continups ana a warnina is orinted out.
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COMP
TU RB
BURN
DUCTS
TRAN/
SHAFTS
MIXERS
AIV
HEATEX
NOZ
SPLT
*TLP = p,T2
2gJL_
1
_w'm_l._w.mw..w..m
MNI
MNI
VR
MACH
STRESS
L/H
L./H
#'TUBE
L/D
MNI
h/NSTAGES
Table 4
TLP * SOLID ARI
TR DIAMEAN REFLOC
L/H DIA MEAN REFLOC
H/T
MNI MN(_
MNIS / BPR_ I
RHO
NO. P&.SS
NO. PASS
MNIP
H_
DESVAL/DEFAUL Array
ARI ARO
ARO MNO
RH WTIC
REFSTR MODE
.2% YIELD
STRESS FOR
DISK
WTOC wrw
POSI T ION
TYPE
COMP
TURB
BURN
DUCTS
SHAFTS
MIXERS
AIV
HEATEX
NOZ
9
TMAXO
RPMR
10 11
RPMR RHO BLADE
12 13 14 15
MODE RPMSC TMET WEIGHT
SCALER
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fI TYP["
FAN
LPC
4PC
"tPT
.P !
)BUR
DBUR
AUG
DUCT
SHAFT
MIXER. <
NOZ
AIV
[HTEX
I
.55
.b
.4
.3
.45
100.
150.
300.
.4
50000.
1.
1.
1.
50OO
1.7
1.5
_A
.28
.28
.015
.015
.015
1.
.286
&
14"0.
8.
.5
_5
I
f
5
5
'0.
mOo
DO.
*0.
eO.
.5
.5
4
1.5
Table 5 DEFAUL Array
5
4.
1.5 4.
1.5 3.
1.5 1.5
2. 4,
.1. 11"0.
6 1
3.
3.
1.5
.45
.55
7
q
A5
A5
.3
125000.
125000.
8
O.
O.
0.
Z
Z
i
1.1
I
0 i10111
i
i
O. 1. 2.
O. 1. O.
O. 1.0 O.
1. 6alO,
1. 6"0
2 13
1. Q,
2. 1.
2. 1_
14
0.
O,
O.
Ib
O.
O.
O.
TYPE
FAN
LPC
HPC
HPT
LPT
PBUR
Table 6 Typical Range of Input Values for DESVAL/DEFAUL
l 2
.5..6 1.5-1.8
.45,-.6 1.5-1.8
.4-.5 1.4-1.7
i3..4 .2-.3
1.4-.5 2-.3
10(3"15O .01-.02
.4-.5
.4-.5
.6-.i
1.-15
Io.-15
•.85 I
4..6 _4-.6
_JL I_
OBUR 150-200 ! .01-.02AUG 200-300 .01..02
L
DUCB 1.4".5
5HAFB ,AO-50KSI 128-.31
MIXERS 1..2. i 7.-9.
NOZ 1..z
i • ILAw .8-1.:? I 6.. O.
4 5
1.-1.5 3.-5.
1.-1.5 3.-5.
1.-1.S 2.-5.
I.-2. 1.-2.
,.-3. 4.-6.
"NOT APPLICABLE SEE TEXT
i
6 7
2.'3. .45".55 0.
2.-3. A5-.55 0.
1.-2. .2-.3 O.
.45,-.5 100 KSI *
lwJOKSI I ,
.55-.6 100 KSI •
150 KSI
-- I i
8 9 10 11 12 13
O.
O.
(3.
1.
1. 0. " I.
1. 0. " Io
1. (3, • 1.
0. 0. O. O.
I '
14 15
O. *
O. °
0.
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POSI TI ON
L
8
9
]0
TABLE 7 DESLIM ARRAY DEFAUL TYPE AND VALUES
TYPE
B,LADE PULL STRESS CAN NOT EXCEED:
FAN AND COMPRESSOR:
_iP TURBINE:
LP TURBINE:
80000 PSI
50000 PSI
60000 PSI
HUB/TIP FOR ALL COMPRESSORS CAN NOT EXCEED:
0.93
HUB/TIP CAN NOT BE LESS THAN:
FAN AND COMPRESSOR: 0.32
IURBINE: 0.50
TURBINE STAGE LOADING INPUT CAN NOT BE LESS THAN:
TURBINE: 0.28
m
FIRST STAGE ALLOWABLE PRESSURE RATIO CAN NOT EXCEED:
FAN: I.R
COMPRESSOR: 1.4
LAST STAGE EXIT MACH NUMBER CAN NOT EXCEED:
FAN AND COMPRESSOR: 0.6
BLADE HEIGHT CAN NOT BE LFSS THAN:
COMPRESSOR: O.d INCH
NOT USED
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2.2.4.1 Compressor
Array
Location Description
Compressor face inlet Mach number
2 Maximum first stage pressure ratio
6
Compressor face hub-tip ratio, Rh/Rt
Blade solidlty, ratio of blade cord to blade spacing
Blade aspect ratio at first stage
Blade aspect ratio at last stage
7 Compressor exit Mach number
Maximum compressor inlet temperature. ZERO it desiqn
point temperature is to be used for material selection
OR, OK.
Haximum compressor outlet ten_)erature. ZERO if desired
point temperature Is to be used for materall selectlon
nR, °R.
lO
11
Maximum spepd ratio - RPMmax/RPMdesig n
glade material density. ?ERO if WATE-2
material, lb/in3, Kq/cc
is to select
]? Compressor design type
]. Constant hub radius design
?. Constant mean radius design
3. Constant tip radius design
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Location Description
13 RPM, scaler, normal input is I. - use to match known RPM
of engine
14 Temperature at which a change of material is required. If
ZERO 1160°R will be used, °R, OK.
Compressor weight scaler, input ZERO if no scaling is
desired
IR Stator blade taper ratio.
1.2 for compressors
ZERO input sets 1.8 for fans;
17 Blade volume ratio. IERO input sets 0.055 for fans; 0.I?
f
,)rcompressors
Centrifuqal Compressors
Lc_cat i on Description
Compressor inlet face Math number
Maximum first staQe pressure ratio
CnmDresser huh tip ratio
RPM rat iO
Compressor exit Mach number
G,,ar ,'a_ioof the powpr shaft
HnrsP power (_fpower shaft
,q-17 N,_t tISP(t
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_.?+4.2
Location
11
l')
Turbines
Description
Turbine face inlet X_ch number
Turbine loading parameter
UT2/2qJ_h/Nstages
Hlade solidity, blade cord/blade spacing
Blade aspect ratio of first stage
Blade aspect ratio of last staoe
Turbine exit Mach number
Disk reference stress - ._ vi_Id, Ib/in _ Newton,s/cm ?
T,Jrbine desiqn type
I. Constant tip _adi,Js design
_. Cnn_tant mean radius design
I. Cnnstant hub radius design
Maximt_ speed rati,_ - RPM
max/RPMdesio n
Turbine control radius inches/cm - blank if {ransferred
_rom a compnnent
Dnnsitv of material in turbine blades - lh/in_/kq/cc
Blade voltJme factnr. 7ERO inout sets O.IG_ for hinh and
intermediate t_Irhines; O.IQ_ for low turbines
Nnt ,is,d
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Location Description
15 Turbine weight scaler, input ZERO. If no scalinq is
desired
Turbine blade taper ratio. ZERO input sets 1.0 for all
turbines
17 Stator blade volume factor. ZERO input sets 0.155 for
high and intermediate turbines; 0.195 for low turbines
Centrif,Jgal Turbines
Turbine face inlet Mach number
2-5 Not used
Turbine exit Mach number
7-17
?.2.4.3
Not used
B.r;lers
P
Locat ion Description
Burner through-flow velocity, ft/sec, m/sec.
Burner airflow residency time, sec.
Burner mean diameter, in. or cm. If zero, diameter
calculated to match connecting component
iS
Component number for calculating mean burner
Enter zero if diameter is specified
diameter.
Number of cans for can burners
0 89
_o
Location Description
6-14 Not used
15
16-17
Burner weight scaler, enter ZERO.
Not used
If no scaling is desired
2.2.4.4 Ducts
Duct Mach number
Length to height ratio of duct, required if mode 2 is used
in IWMEC
Duct mean di_aeter, in. or cm. If 0., duct diameter is
calculated based on node specified below
Node number to c_Iculate mean diameter. Enter O, if mean
diameter is specified. Enter -I, if connecting c_mponent
is to be used
5-14 Not use_
15
1_-)7
Weight scaler, ZERO.
Not used
If no scaling is desired
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_._.4.5 Shafts
Location Description
Shaft allowable stress, lb/in 2, Newton's/cm'
Shaft material density, ib/in 3, Kglcc
Diameter ratio of shaft Dinner/Doute r
4-7 Component numbers for total spool inertia
8-1_4 Not used
15 Shaft weight scaler. ZERO if no scaling desired
!6-]7 Not used
2.2.4.6 Mixers
Effective length to diameter ratio of mechanical mixer,
L/2_/_, where L is the mixer length inlet to exit, A is
the total flow area. Enter O. if not a mechanical
(forced) mixer
Number of passages _or lobes) in mixer of either hot or
cold _tr_am.
_-14 Not used
Weight scaler. Enter 7ERO. If no scalinn is used
1_-!7 Not used
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?.2.4.7 Nozzles
Location
R-14
Description
Length to diameter ratio of nozzle
Bypass ratio for mixed flow nozzle for T/R weight
Not used
15
!6-17
Weiqht scaler. ZERO.
Net ,{sed
If no scaling desired
P.2.4.R Splitters
Only inDut if first calcul_ted component in flow path Mach
number in.
H/T ratio in.
"-i_ Blank
15 Weiqht scaler
16-17 Not tJsed
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2.2.4_9 Annulus Inverting Valve
Location
1 Specific length -
Description
? Number of passages.
3 Mach number 3f inner Dassage.
4 Mach number of outer passage.
Hub radius in inches/cm or - component number from which
huh radius is taken or blank if feeding component
determines the hub radius.
Inner cylinder weight - Ib/ft2, Kg/M2.
Outer cylinder weight - Ib/ft2, Kg/m2.
Wall weight - Ib/ft3, Kg/M 2.
a-]a Blank.
IG Weight scaler.
]6-17 Not used.
2.2.4.10 Heat Exchangers
Number of tubes if "Fixed" type.
Mach number in pr},nary stream.
93
3 Machnumberin secondary stream.
Engine Bypass ratio if "Rotary" type.
5-17 Not used.
2.2.4.11 Miscellaneous
"ACCS"is a one-dimensional namelist array that contains the value of the
accessory weight scaler. Default value is 0.1.
"DESLIM"is a one-dimensional namelist array that contains the mechanical
design limit values for the components. It can have _5 values. First 13
values are defaulted. Range of values is shown in Table 4.
"I c
,CALE is a one-dimensional namelist integer array which controls the
engine scaling loaic of the program.
ISCALE(I) Output indicator
Debug option and long and short form for every scaled
engine point.
ISCALE {2)
Debug option and long and short form for unscaled engine.
Long form for each of the scaled enaines.
Numher of scaling points default is three.
ISCALE _3) Not used.
"SCALE" is a one-dimensional namelist array that contains values of
scalinq factors. It can have six values. First three values are
defaulted to l., .8, 1.2.
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"ACCARM"is a namelist array that contains the value of the centroid
distance for the accessories component in the CG calculations. If no
value is input, accessories are not included in center of gravity
calculations.
"DISKWI" is a namelist array that is used as an indicator for the new
disk weight method.
0 Do disk weight calculations using the old method.
Do disk weight calculations using the new method.
2.3 Program Output
The output from WATE-2 may Oe selected in any of three output formats.
Either English or SI units can be selected. Examples of the output are
shown for the short output in Figure 36, the long form, Figure 37, and
the debug output, _igure 38. This output shows the mechanical design and
weight breakdown within the individual component. The units in the
output section are shown in Table 8 for English and SI units. The type
of units used are noted in the units section of the output.
A flow path layout is also available for conventional type engines. A
typical layout is shown in Figure 3a. The layout is scaled such that it
will fit on one page of the output.
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P
1L;|AL cA_,t r..Nbl,_lE nc. IGHI= ,.'_lb. Ak, Lt.S_CK]I::_= ZGZoO¢
_S;]':4ATE_ TJTAL LENGTH= 2JO° ESTIMATED MAXIMUM RADIUS= Zc,.
Figure 36. Short Output
'_EIL,rll INPUT LJATA IN ENGL JNIlS
_E1,.,hT _SU'IPOT LtATA 1N ENGL UNIT_
_,J._e _T COMP ACCU UPSTREAM _DIUS DC'W_LSTREAM RADIUS
NJ L_I LLN LEN KI RU t_| RO R I RL] RI RU
I u,, O. O. O. O. U. O. 0. O° 0. O°
Iu29. 29. 29. 9. Z3° (.. O° 13. 18. O. O.
3 O° C,. 29. C. O° O. O° 13. 16. Ib° 18.
,_ 29. bZ° _,l. lb. Id,, O° O. Ib° 18o O° O.
5 ¢ib° 25. 5,_. 9. I_. (. u. 11. II. O. O.
o 250. I_. 12 • '*. 13. O. O. '*. 13. O. [.
( 12b. 5. 78° IO. ii,., O° O° lO° 13° O° O.
8 _o,_. I:_. 91. 9. IZ. O. O. 9. 14. O. O.
O. d. 91 ° _,° lo° lb° _I. 4. 21. O° O.
io _,t,. _. I_; O. 29. O. O° O. 29. O. O.
iL 2_b. 5b. _(6. C. _° C. C. O° 27. O. O.
i2 ,_0. O. O. 9. ZO. I0° II° O° O. O° O.
i._ I,,. O. O° e. 13. O. O° O° O. O. O.
]L_IAL z.A_,E ci_OiNE WEIGHI= 291:.°
ESIIMATEU TUTAL LENGTH= 2dO.
AC L_ SSL)KIES= Z62 °02
ESTIMATED MAXIMUM RADIUS= Z¢).
NS TAL,E
0
3
O
0
1O
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
Figure 37. Long Output
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$ $
$ t-AN Z
DUC, I
M NO V_:L T [01
0.52_ 570. 519.
P TOT P $TA1 AREA G_M
1905. 157_. b°9511 I .4095
U TIP SIRESS OEN W/AREA TR H/T
I_58.9 ,_b757.b O. Ib8 2.339 1.800 0.450
_.L_PRESS_R 2 MECHANICAL L)ESIGN
LUADING N STG DIAM d TIP C kPM C RPM
0.U74 3.00 3q.98 1258.9 7Z 16 .q ?21b .9
Fk_E WT = 95.b7
_T A_E I
wD b,b W_ WN WC CL RH_ RHOD a R
bS. 59. bg° O. Z6. 7.40°Ib8 0.168 3..50
PK UEL H MACH AREA K HU8 R lip Nt_ U TIP
L.4789 Io.7 0.52't 6.952 8.99 19.9'_ 59 1258.9
$1 AbE 2
WD WU WS WN kK_ CL RHO_ RHOD AR
91. 3,.,-. 3,_. 51. 21. 6.2 0.168 0.168 3.00
PK oEL H HACH AREA k HUB R I"IP NB U TIP
i._lS_ 16.7 0°_99 5o180 II.OZ Ib°9_ c; 1193.2
$1 A_E 3
wD _B W3 W N WC CL KHOb RriOD AR
',7. ZJ. Z_. _b° 19. 5°7 0.108 i,°168 2.50
PK uEL H MACH AREA K HUB R lIP NB b TIP
1.3o71 i6.7 O._l:> 4.011 L2°_7 18,,2_ _0 11_8.1
FRAME W1 = 295.L5
STR
26758°
WEIGHT
209.
wEI GHI
23l.
WEIGH1
20 8.
TIN
519.
TIN
588,
N STG N__IL,HT LENGTH
3 ICZ8 .b8 Z8.80
OuL,T
M NO VcL T I'3T P TOT P _TAT AREA GAM
d. _,5C; _Z. 127. b_7. _I_3. J.220b I .3R51
PR AD EF PU TO HP
2.8600 U.BTOO b_,J,7.2 72b.9 16910.
Hl HO a I CW I
12_.95 17_.'a7 -_8.50 205.0C
$$$$$$$,_$,_$_,$$$$*,=$ TOTAL C_MP WEIG_ _, IS 1028._80
Figure 38. Debug Output
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* HPC 5
DdCl"
M NO V EL I 10T
U TIP STRESS
1_b5oi 23 31", I. b
C l_mP,l k_SJK
P 101 P SfA1 AFLF-A GAM
54w,7. _ 1,_3. 1.8196 1.3951
3EN W/AREA TR H/I"
d.108 C. 687 1.£OC C.700
5 MECHANICAL UE_IL, N
N SI_ DIAM U TIP C RPM L RPM
1 u. ,Ju 25.58 I085 .b IT5 lb.5 9727.5
F_h4_ WI = I18.Z2
ST AbE
_D
P_
I
_ aS WN _ EL RHL_3 _90 AR
14. I z*- 30. IO. _,.5 0.1od 0.1b8 2.O0
DEL t! 4AC_I ARiA R HUB K lIP N5 U TIP SIR
lloo O...o5b 1.320 _.9:_ I_.79 bO 1285.1 23331.
SIAbE
,_0,.
Z
`aS aS aN ,_C CL RmO_ FCIOD AR
L)LL Ft _tACP_ _K_A k HUB _ IIP Nb U TIP SIR
If._ J.43:, l._- ,_.42 Iz._,_ o[ 125C.7 18_I_.
_I AGE J
lb. O. o. 25.
pl_, _JEL tt ._A C_1
I.,-9",,.; ll.o C.42C
wC C L ki=0_ RHOD A R
/. 3.0 0.1o8 O.Ib8 I.B9
AKLA ,_ rIU_ K TIP N_ U TIP STR
1. I7_ 9.1b 12.19 7( 1225._ 15046.
3| AL,b 4
_L_ Wb 'aS _N WC CL RhO_ R,_OD AR
Lo. _,. 4. 21. b. 2.b u.lb8 O.lo_ 1.83
r_ ut.L H MAC_g AFKLA K MUd R TIP N_ U TIP SIR
1._-104 i'1._ L_.4CJ 0.910 9.9E IZ.O0 bl 1206.2 12477.
_j w5 _S WN WC CL KHO5 R,HU l_ AR
I I. 3. 3. lb. 5. 2.2 3.1bd O.IbB 1.78
F_ L)_ H M_Lrl AR_A K HUB K TIP N_ U liP SIR
1._.9 l'@.t', C,.JgO u. Blb lO.15 ll. Sb 9_ 1191.5 10527.
ST AbE 0
mU wB W_ WN _ C L KHOB RtItlU AR
IC. J,, _. 1o. 4° 2.00./b8 boLbb 1.72
PR L)EL H MA_H aRtA K HUB _ TIP NB U TIP
i.,_.},c_ i_._ O._l_ 0.701 IO.Z_ _L.74 104 1180.1
Figure38. Cont.
S TR
9C18.
WEIGHT TIN
99. 727.
WEI bHT TIN
75. 80e,,,,
WEIGHT TIN
59. e73.
WEIGHT TIN
49. 9_0.
wEIGHT TIN
41. I017.
WEIGHT TIN
36. 1089.
r
9B
. t
bl A,,,t #
_ _6 aS WN NC CL _HUd _OD AR
v. ,. -. 1,. % i.8 UolOd O.lb8 l.b7
_-_ oil h MACH A_-A _ HUB R TIP Nb U TIP
w,j
it.
Pt_
L. =.u_,_
SI AbE
WD
il.u J.OoO O.608 lO.J9
S TR
ll.bb llb I171.0 7_29.
Wt: aS aN WE CL RMUd KhOD AR
J. __. 13° 3. l.b u°zbo Oo;:Sb l°bl
ULL h ,'4ACH ARLA R HU_ k liP NB U TIP SIR
IT._, 0.3,,5 0.Sj_ 10._7 tI.58 I_2o llo_.b I1712.
9
wb _b WN WE C L RMUB RMOD AR
lb. j. J. LZ° j. 1.5 0.,_80 O.ZB6 1.5b
e"k oLL H HACH ARLA R HUB k lip NB U TIP
l . 14,,_
blAb_
WU
vK
S TR
ll.t) ,J.OJO 0._/5 lO.b= 1[.52 13o ll5 1.7 10407.
I0
_b ',_S aJ_ WC CL R_tOO KHL]L AR
• - £. 1_° 3. 1._¢ 0.200 0._86 1.50
u_L h _ACH AKEA k _O8 R TIP NB U TIP SIR
il.o O.-_lb 0._,2c 10.5 _, 11._7 I'_o ll),_.8 o3_3.
N ._IL, WE IOrt"t LE NGIFI
IO oi 6.,,j 2 5.,.3
DOLT
'4 Nd VEL 1 TOT P 131 P STAI AREA GAM
0.Ob_ )4'-.. t430. :_123o. _02._. 0.J87_ I .353'_
P_, AO L.F PO T [.> HP
4 -_¢_bU O.b/u_ 51235°9 l ',35. 6 3246b °
_1 HU ,_1 CW I
I /_¢-0 / 352.23 ij4.75 01.97
))))*)*))(=*)*))0*)' TO1AL COMe WEL(.,_I 1_
t PBd R 0 •
,)_ ec)o))e$,),_
_ ',-) P,N L L NUMBE_ 0
KIN KOU [ LENb TH MACH
o./bo IZ.909 l_ ,000 0.0_5
CAb wT LIN WI NOZ _tT IN_ WT
Z,_.Z _0.,¢ 17.8 lo._,
616 ._,77
wSe LC
'+.540
FRAME
1_ 1.3
WEIGHT TIN
_2. 1159.
WEIGHT TIN
39, 1229,
WEIGHT TIN
30° 1299,
_IEI GH T IIN
33° 130-/.
Figure 38. Cont.
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al ;II
Ou C1
,'_ NO V_-L T lOT
O. bL;O l.i._o* 2o2l..
P TO1 P _IA! A_EA GAM
,.+ol. l.Z • 393 _-+ • +).jg77 1.29o8
u lIP t_TRESS DkN W/ARE A T_ HIT
L L_o.O ,_BL 9.5 0.2_b C.2#b l. O(}0 9.922
T UR_I _F-. "/ MECHANICAL Ut _IGN
H/I N STG LOADING AREA
,.,_ ,.. 2. OOU O.2bO 0. _'__
uT kT|P KHUB DEL N RPM TOR (,,,
lI6o. J I_.0 I0.I 17,_.5 I151:,.5 18'Jg13.
bl_K bLAUL VANE HWD CASE AR
o.'* Z.3 8 .4 21.1 4,.O l.bb
F_ ,JEL N MACH AREA K tIU_ R TIP NB U TIP
L._53 _t.3 0.500 0._98 I,).I', ll. Ol l_C lluo. O
STR
9820.
S1 Ab_ Z
_,IbK bLAb_ VANe HWL) CASt: Alx
_,_. _LL H MACH ARLA k rlU_ k liP NB U TIP
(, STb LENGIH wE IGHT
2 5.31 I,'b.03
DU L1
,4 NU VLL T lOT P 10I P _TAT ARI:A GAM
0.b.,o i_._'_. ,_J;_- 12_5. 152_3. l.ZOI _, 1.312¥
PR Tk AD EF PJ 1d Tb.l
) )3.10_I [. _.9,..8 0._o00 12 ,_35. _ LO2l.l .'O27.7
rl i"_ rl OUT AR_A FLOW HP
* LPI ¢ '_
DJ(.I
M NO VLL T II)l P 11,11 P 51A1 Akk.A GAM
lZ'_38. 102 N,5. I ,,,Z0 lZ L ..:] 12 "I
WEIGHT
WEIGHT
83,1g
LEN GT pl
2.02
LEN GT H
3.29
Figure 38. Cont.
I00
iI
f
L 1.6 ll°Idb.5 0.2_o _.77; 1.00£
HIT
C. 7ob
1 t_,lNL 6 HLCH&NLCAL UESIbN
HI1 N Slu L'JAIJlNG AKEA
O./ob 2.000 O.Z_3 1.201
o! kllP RHUb DEL H KPM
127.C ll.5 8.8 _o.9 Izl¢,.9
SI AbE i
wlbMt uLADr VANi- _lliD CASt AK
5.0 22._ oo.0 5U.9 ,,.,, _..CO
P,,, _LL H MACH AR, r.A k HLI_ k lIP NB
i. _oo_ _,3.'* ,.,.55U I • 2u'/ d.d_) I I. :_', OC
U T]P
7Z 7. C
bl AvE 2
LJiX_, L'_L_D t VANE HIiD C,Abt AK
o.', 2 I.o _l .'-, 3,..b _)..i J.OO
I--_ _tL h HAiti AR,t.A K rtd_ k TIP NB
I. t.l:,o .,_>.-, ,_.b/) I. oh,. o.dJ LZ..J '@ _il_
FRanc .1 = LhV.79
S TR
II 70 9.
WEIGHT
142.18
LENGTH
4.77
LENGIH
N ,'>T,, LLNbTvl 'WEIGHT
2 IJ.'ei ,_bg. LL_
UULT
NO VLL 1 IOT P 101 P S1AI AKr'A
b. c,L,,_ i.l, 5"._. [7L,(. 5_)_¢4i. ,b,_J6. Z._i_ i._
I-k TR _D EF PO I} T[%l
, .;,_JO l.lll_ d._oO0 5_'_j.7 ilPl.b 1721.5
h iN 4 OuT _KEA FtJi_ HP
_,_./ I .._._7.01 16.80 137.Sb IbglZ.
$$ _$$$ $W_$$ $$$
,, AUL, i .) '_
_:_UKN t 4 NU,IbL It
_lN ,<Odl
U,,k:
L.Ab ,_1
Iu
LENt,,TH MACH wSPtL
2_.L20 4U.OOO O..l.,J II . _',M
LLN WT NUZ Wl INC Wl WIL) I
I'L. L. Zgo.l O._ _.) 9.6
Figure38. Cont.
I01
v N_Z I I
NOZZL_ I 1
,_cIGHT = 500.9D L ENGT t"t--
',,Uo_39
O_JC I 4
DuCt ,
_n= ID.78 RT=
A_,EA= 1._Cl
L.A_ WT
I ). _4Oo
17.69 LENG=
RHO=.Iod
INC WT
13.8 b56
TK WI=
o,_.i b
WTOT
29.3_bN
0._
SrIAr I£
SHAFT lL
DO bl
3.5_ 3.UI
LENG ON WT
4_d" 74 O.b5 4 (,.£)._
Sr_AF T 13
dO ol
_,.35 3.0_,
LENb UN WT
L_.6C I,,27 la.3j
" ACC S _T •
¥
A,.L;.,S,_r: -_1.41..
Figure 38. Con t.
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t
_EIGHI INPUT DATA |N ENGL UNIT_
WEIbhl OUTPOT DATA IN E31GL UNITS
C,J.'4e _1 CUSP ACC.U UPbTKEAN KADIUS DOWNSTREAM RADIUS
N_.i t:ST L_-N LEN R| _O RI RO RI RO RI RL) NSTAGE
i u. O. O. O. O. O. 0. O. O. O. O. 0
z II_. 29. 29. 9. ZG. O. 0. 13. 18. 0. O. 3
3 O. O. 29. O. O. Oo O. 13. 16. lb. 18. 0
•, 3,_o 62. 91. lb. 18. O. O. lb. 18. O. O. 0
b7_. 25° 54,. 9. lJ. C° C. ll. II. O. O. I0
o 215. Id. "12. 9. 13. C. O. 9. 13. O. O. 0
I I._9. 5. 78. IO. ii. O. O. lu. 13. O. O. 2
_16. 13. 91. 9. IZ. O. O. 9. 14. O. O. 2
O. O. 91. _. lb. lb. LI. 4. 21. O. O. 0
1_ ,..U,,. 48. 139. 0. 2_. G'. O. 0. 2_. 0. O. 0
II o_o. ,,_. 1_7. O. Z,,. (. ¢'. ¢_. 22. 0. O. 0
12 _,_. O. O. 9. 20. lO. II. n. O. O. O. 0
13 Lb. 0o 0. 9. l_. O. 0. Oo O. 0. O. 0
ILilAL bAR_" ENGINE WEIGHT= 3941. Ati, t.SSDRIES= 3C1._,I
ESTIMATED TOTAL LENGTH= IdT. ESTIMATED MAXIMUM RADIUS" 24.
Figure 38. Cont.
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I
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Table 8. Output Units
VARIABLE SI UNITS ENGLISH UNITS
Velocity m/sec ft/sec
Temperature oK oR
Pressure n/m 2 ib/ft 2
Area M2 ft 2
Stress N/cm 2 ib/in 2
Density kg/cm 3 .ib/in 3
Weight kg Ib
Length cm in
Enthalpy kwatts btu/sec
Horsepower kwatts hp
Weight flow kg/sec Ib/sec
Weinht flow/unit area kg/m2sec Ib/ft 2 sec
Radius cm in
106
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2.4 Sample Cases
2.4.1 Large Engine
A simple mixed flow augmented turbofan is used as an example for the
WATE-2 input and execution. Figure 40 shows a schematic and a block
diagram of the engine. From this block diagram, the component numbers
are determined.
To construct the input deck the indicator section must first be set,
Fiqure 41. In this example, the units in and out are English, so !Slf
and ISIO are set false. Since the weight and gas path layout are
desired, IWT and IPLT are set true. The debug option is turned on with
TOUTCD set equal to 2. The length inputs are then entered in ILENG.
Since the duct (4) and shaft (12) and {13) do not contribute to the total
length, they are not entered. Also, the components are entered as the
flow v_ou!d proQress through the engine.
The IWMEC values are now entered. Since no inlet weight calculations are
done, the inlet is not entered. This is true with any component entered
in the NNEP KONFIG section; it is not entered in IWMEC if no routine
exists to weiqh it. In the example, the IWMEC (!,2) card says a "fan" is
being weiqhed. The weight will include stators, IWMEC (2,2):I, a front
frame, IWMEC (3,2):!, and an intermediate frame, IWMEC (4,2)=4. The
IWMEC (I,81 card says a "LPT" is being weighed. It has a turbine exit
frame, IWMEC (2,8):I, and it is connected to component 2, (IWMEC
(3,8)=7. The nozzle has variable area capability, IWMEC (2,11)=2, and
its diameter will be taken from the inlet to the augmentor, IWMEC
(3.11 _=]0. Since the augmentor has constant diameter, the node position
for taking the diameter is of no consequence.
"he DESVAL inputs follow the IWMEC inputs. Component numbers used in
DESVAL must aqree with those used in IWMEC. Input of DESVAL data will
override the default values. For the example case, the fan design card
DF£VAL (1,2) indicates that the compressor inlet Mach number is 0._24,
107
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Figure 40. Engine Schematic
I08
MODE I NOW
_W
IPLT=It
ISIL=F,
IS IO=F ;
IOUTCD=2,
ILENG( I;=2
IWMEC( 1,2|
IwMEC{ 1,3)
IWMEC(I,_+)
I ,_MEC(1,5)
IWMEC(lib)
I W_IEC(1,7)
IWMEC( 1,8]
IWMEC( 1,9;
IWMEC( IILO)=
IWMEC!I,I1)=
I,_MEC| 1,12;=
I_MEC(1,13)=
t)t SVAL { 1,2)=
DESVAL [ I t3 |=
D_SVALIL,_+)=
O,-SVAL ( _,5)=
DtSVAL (I,0 |=
Oc SVAL (1,7)=
bE SVAL Ilib |=
,3,5,6,7
='FAN l,
='SPLT',
='DUCT e ,
='HPC I,
= 'PBUR ',
='HPT ',
=ltp T o,
='MIX o,
IAU G e
'NOZ '
ISHAF'
ISHAF,
.524,1
14_0.,
•".St 1.
100.,.
.5,. 28
.55,.2
DE SVAL [ 1,9 )=la'_O.,
DESVAL ( t,lOI =2.50.,
DE SVAL. ( 1, ZZ) =50000
DE SVAL ( Itlll=l.,13
DE SVAL I 1,13) =50000
EEND
BEING USED
,8,9,! O, II,
I, l, 4, 3_ O,
bw_O,
3,5_0,
1,2, 4_0,
I, 5_0,
0,5, -5,3_0,
1,2, 7, 3_ O,
b_O,
,b_O,
,2,-I0,4_0,
,1,8 t3w_O ,Z,
,2,7,3_0,5,
.7,._5,1.5,3.5,2.5,._5,0.,0. ,1., O. ,2.,1.,0 ,I .I,
I.I,
O. ,l I. ,10_0. ,1.l,
35,. 70,1 .Z,2.,1.5, .3,0.,0.,1 .,0.,2., 1.,O,l .1,
015,0. ,5., I0'_0., I. L,
,1.5,1.5 ,L.5,.55,I 50000°,3., 1. ,5_0., 1.1,
43,1.5,2., 3.,.6,150000. ,3.,I., 5_0. ,1.1,
I.I,
.010 ,I 2_ O. ,I .l,
., .3,.U5 ,II_0.,I.I,
•0., I. I,
.,.3,12_0. ,1 .I,
Figure 41. WA TE-2 Input Example
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the maximum first stage pressure ratio is 1.7 and the inlet hub/tip ratio
is 0.45. The compressor has a blade solidity of 1.5 with a first blade
aspect ratio of 3.5. The last stage has an aspect ratio of 2.5 and an
exit Mach number of 0.45. The inlet and exit temperatures calculated in
NNEP will be used for disk material determination, DESVAL (8,2_ and
DESVAL (9,P) are 0.; the RPM ratio between maximum and design is !.0.
The blade material will also be chosen by the code because DESVAL I!1,2_
is O. The design of the fan is a constant mean line since the mode,
DESVAL (12,2) equals 2. Also, no speed scaling or weight scall ,g will be
done since DESVAL I13,2) is 1.0 and DESVAL (!5,2) is O. A material
change temperature o," ]160°R will be used since DESVAL (I_;?) is O.
The HP turbine DESVAL (1,7) has an inlet Mach number of 0.5 and a turbine
loading of 0.28. It has 1.5 solidity with inlet and exit blade aspect
ratio equal to 1.5. The exit Mach number is 0.55. The disk material is
a high strength super/alloy with a reference stress of ]50,000 psi. A
constant tip radius is used in the design, DESVAL (8,7)=3., and a speed
ratio of I. is specified for stress calculations.
To end the inDuts, a "&END" is entered. This will initiate execution of
WATE-2. The output of WATE-2 is shown in Figure 42 for the example case.
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PAN Z
DU CI
M hill vL..L T
O. 52,., 570 o 5
rJT P TOT P $TA]
19. 1905. 157'w .
AR EA
6.9517
U TIP STRESS DEN hi/AREA
1258.9 26757.b O. lb8 2.339
TR H/T
]L. 80O 0.450
k.bMPkE_SoK 2 MECHANICAL DESIGN
_-GAD L N_ N STG
O.u 7,_ 3.00
DIAM U TIP C kPM C RPM
39.98 12 58.9 72 lb .9 7216.9
F k ,_M_ WT = 95.57
&l AGE I
WD mm W_> WN WC
bS. 5"/. bg. O. 2.6.
P_ UEL H MACH ARb A _,
1. '.,7 G9 1o.7 0.52,, b.952
$1 AL,E 2
WD _ _ W_ WN WC
C L RHC)B _H 0 D A R
7.4 0,168 0,168 3.50
HUB R TIP NL_ U TIP
8.99 19o99 5_ ]L25 6.9
CL RHO_ RHOD AR
'#I. 3,.. 3_,. 51 _ 2 I.
PK OLL H HArm AREA k
I._15_ 16.7 0°_99 5.180
S; AbE 3
WL) W B _¢_ W N WC
_,7. zJ. _. =,o. 19.
P_ uEL H MACH AREA k
L°3o71 /6.7 O._?_ 4.01 I
S TR
26758°
6.2 0,1o80,lb_ 3,00
MUB R lip N8 U TIP STR
il.OZ lb, g:_ 67 1193o2 20191,
FRAME WI = 28b. L 5,
CL KH 0.-. KrlOD AR
5,70,IoB b,lbB 2.50
HU5 R lIP NB b TIP STR
/2.i_ 18°23 70 II_,8.1 15768.
wEI GHT
231.
TIN
519.
TIN
588.
TIN
658.
h _TG _ 1 _,r_T LE NGIH
3 _.(.Z9 °b3 z8.Sd
,JOLT
M N3 Vr,.L T T'JT P TOT P STAT aREA GAM
_4_. J.22C6 1.395]
P_ AO cF MU TO HP
Z.bbvO _.b?,JU _,_7.2 12o. _, Ib'_16.
12J.95 1-1_.L7 ,-J_°50 205.0C
*_$$$._'_$_$$$_*_4_$$ TOTAL CJMP WEIGtll IS I028°CB0
Figure 42. WA TE-2 Output Example
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* HPC 5 •
L)OCI
M NO VEL T lOT
O.,_SU bb2. _Z7.
P TOT P SIAI AKEA ._M
5_,_7. ,_ 1,_3 o I .819_, 1.3951
U TIP SIf. ESS JEN W/AREA
1,-65•I Z33_l.b 0. Io8 6.687
]'R H/T
1.ZOC C. 700
C_MPRLSSJK 5 MECHANICAL DESIbN
L(AbINu N SI_
u.oSl lU. wu
OIAM U TIP C RPM L RPM
2b.58 I085 .b 11515.5 _7,Z T. 5
FRAME Wl = 118•Z,_
ST A_E
Pr
1. _bOJ
S ,'AbE
hd
P'K
I. _-'-, 1
STAGE
I
_L_ AS WN WC C L RFIj_ mtlLIL) AR
14. 1% 3o. 10. _.5 0.Ioo 0.1o8 2.00
UEL Pt "4AC'i ARLA R HUB R lip NB U TIP S FR
11.o O.,,_u 1 aZO 3.v:_ I 7',' bC, 1285.1 23331
a_:, WS ,_N WE CL KriUL_ _J_OD AR
_. V. 2"_. d. 3.60.IoO 0.168 1.9_
LPLL _'i HAcr_ AKtA k dk_ _ TIP Nb U TIP STR
l/._ J.'_3;) l-_',,- _.4,_ 1-'.,,_, oC 125C.7 16_Ib.
J
_,d _wS _ WC CL t,,h3L_ krtOD AR
o. o. 25. I. J.O O.1o3 0.1b_ 1.59
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P.4.2 Small Engine
A typical turboshaft engine as illustrated in Figure 22 has been
represented by the inputs shown in Figure 43. The general input format
For small engines is the same as for large engines. Major differences
are the IWMEC inputs that call for centrifugal stages instead of axial,
and the IWMEC input that calls for the optional disc weight procedure for
the axial-flow turbine.
Component input data should be selected to be representative of this type
of engine. For example, blade volume factors may be significantly larger
because of the small-size blades. Blade geometry also may be
considerably different than the default values. Samll engines generally
have larger blade taper than large engines.
Output data for the sample case is shown in Figure 44. Since the engine
geometry and component arrangement does not generalize for small engines,
it is not possible to automate a computer drawn flow path layout as was
done for the large engines. Radial component dimensional data also is
not readily defined, except for the major envelope dimensions which are
shown in the output. The same outnut options also are available for the
small engines.
2.5 Program Diagnostics
The WATE-2 program contains error printout to aid the user in trouble
shnoting an input deck. A listing of the error messages and their
meanings are shown in Table q. None of these errors will cause
termination of the program. The component routine in which the error
occurred will be terminated and the program will continue its calcula-
tions. The components calculated after an error may or may not be in
error.
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TaU. S Error
] ,
"Compressor, I, pressure ratio is too high" - more than 20
compressor stages calculated. First stage maximum pressure
ratio too small.
,
"Compressor, I. stage and blade parameters, meaningless" -
stage inlet Mach number less than or equal to zero, or hub
radius of compressor equals zero.
,
"Duct is not converging - error only called for rotating
splitter fan component. Inlet or exit Mach numbers of fan
may be input incorrectly.
°
"Error in shaft" - iteration for shaft diameter not converging.
CFeck shaft inputs.
.
"Turbine, I, work or radius too high, RC = , X.XX" - more
than 9 turbine stages calculated - turbine loading parameter
too small or control radius improperly input.
.
"Turbine, I, stage and blade parameters meaningless" -Mach
number or hub radius less than or equal to zero.
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2.6 Program Structure
The execution flow was designed to minimize the interaction of the basic
NNEP program and the weight estimation routines. The only data flowing
between the two is via the common blocks SNGL and DBL and the variables
!WT and IPLT. The subroutine THERM is used to obtain thermodynamic
properties of the fluid. An assumption is made that the thermodynamic
properties are established at each station prior to calling WTEST
subroutine, which is flow charted in Figure 45.
WTEST calls the component r.)utines. These component routines are
independent of each other, and some use the same lower level routines as
some other components. After all weiahts and dimensions have been
estimated ENGPLT is called to make the printer plot. For a description
of suhroutine connectivity, see Figure 46.
The code is in FORTRAN IV and has been checked out on IBM 370/168. The
code is single precision except for the values in the Navy-NASA Engine
Program (NNEP). The code was designed to minimize conversion
requirements to other machines. No subroutines are required beyond those
in the IBM FORTRAN IV manual, and there is no character manipulation,
only full word tests are used when testing BCD input.
The NNEP/WATE-! code requires 7584916 core (482120]0 bytesl to run
withoLJt buffers. The execution of a design point followed by a weight
estimation and printer plot is 4 seconds CPU time, using an existing load
module all data reference 370/16RI.
The fo 1owinq variahl_s in NNEP common blocks may be referenced hv a
component weiqht estimating routine depending on the component type:
DATOUT, WTF, TOPRES, TOTEMP, FAR, CORFLO, JCONF, JTYPE, NCOMP, NOSTAT,
NFINI%. In no case is any value chanqed hy the weiqht e_timafinn code.
Each call to WTEST rmatine will cause a NAMELIST read of "W" data. This
is the one and only read in weiqht esfimation code. Based on tl_
infnrmatinn in N(O_P and JTYPE the proper component routine is called
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Fig_lre 45. Functional Flow Chart of WTEST
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Figure 46. Diagram of Subroutine Connectivity
I NPPNTCITRAP
NF'PNT
with the compoent number (I) as an argument. Each component is expected
to fill WATE (I), ALENG (I), TLENG (I), RO 6),I), RO 62,1), RI If,l), RI
(P,l). Rotatinq components also fill RPMT (I). The shaft comDnnent fills
DSHAFT FNI where N is the shaft count from the inside oLit.
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The array CONVER in common CONVER are conversion factors to convert English units to Sl
units:
tIN ITS to UNITS
ARRAY # VALUE ENGLISH SI
1 2.54 inch cm
.3048 feet meter
3 .4530 ib m Kg
4 .0 t) 29 ft 2 meter 2
5 .02768 Ibm/in3 Kg/cm 3
0 .08t)475 Ibf/in 2 Newton/cln 2
7 8 '_4., 8_ lbm/ft2 Kg/m 2
8 .555 OR OK
9 i.05435 BTU/sec K WATTS
10 .07457 tiP K WATTS
11 47.88 Ibf/ft 2 Newton/m 2
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R.O CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The WATE-2 method can provide a reasonable level of accuracy in
predlcting weiQht and dimensions of large and small gas turbine engines.
Flexibility of modeling the engine cycle and gas-path allows virtually
any conventional or non-conventional gas turbine engine to be analyzed.
Normally, all components can be sized from the stage by stage calculation
of state conditions that are accomplished internally.
A number of new capabilities have been added to the original program that
will also make it more useful: small gas turbines, rotating interia,
airflow scaling, center of gravity, engine design diagnostic aids, and
flight envelope maximization of component size. Accuracy of the proqram
has also been improved with the addition of a new preliminary design
procedure for discs. The disc weight correlations that were previously
developed did not include the effects of blade aspect ratio or disc
stress; it was onlv sensitive to blade pull stress and disc radius. Both
methods are available as options, however it is recommended that the new
disc desiqn procedure be used for all types of enQines rather than the
disc weiqht correlation procedure.
Further improvements to the program are also recommended. An engine
design procedure similar to that described in Reference ,9 could be built
into the program to eliminate external iterations of the engine design.
Exit Mach number in turbines should be used to establish blade sizes
rather than the entry Mach number as now used. Since there is usually
l_ss variation in the exit anqle and exit Mach number than there is at
the entry of turbines, this would provide a hetter blade sizinq
criteria. The proqram co_Jld also be chanqed to a constant-mean radius
desiqn Drocedm'e rather than the constant-area area definition that is
currentlv tJsed. The former methnd is more commnnlv usPd in the industry.
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